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EXT. ROOFTOP - DAY

NICK, 20s, dressed casually stares down onto:

The busy street ten stories below.

He looks around the roof.

Lying nearby him is THAT GUY, a bit older than Nick with a 
vaguely familiar look.  He doesn’t move but is staring at 
Nick.

Nick turns back to the street below and steps up onto the 
ledge.  Again he looks at that guy.   Looks down.  Then at 
that guy.

THAT GUY
Hey, man.  Can you help me out?

NICK
What are you doing up here?

THAT GUY
I was about to ask you the same 
thing. 

(a beat)
I’m stuck.  You mind giving me a 
hand?

Nick looks down one last time and steps back onto the roof.  
He reaches out a hand and helps that guy up.

THAT GUY (CONT'D)
(brushing himself off)

Thanks.  I thought I was going to 
be stuck there forever.

NICK
I feel like I’ve seen you 
somewhere.

THAT GUY
I’m sure you have.  I’m that guy.

NICK
Oh.  You were in that movie like 
ten years ago.

THAT GUY
That’s me.

NICK
I’m Nick.



THAT GUY
Nice to meet you, Nick.

They shake hands.  

THAT GUY (CONT'D)
You want to hang out or something?

NICK
Yeah, sure.  What should we do?

THAT GUY
Does it matter?  

EXT. STREET - LATER

Nick and That Guy are taking giant hops down the street, 
trying to land only on the cracks.

NICK
Who do you think would win in a 
fight, a unicorn or a dragon?

That guy takes a jump before answering.

THAT GUY
Unicorn.  Dragons don’t like to 
fight.

Nick jumps.

NICK
Really?  They seem pretty angry to 
me.

THAT GUY
No they’re really friendly.  Justin 
Timberlake has some.

NICK
You hang out with Justin 
Timberlake?

THAT GUY
Used to.

ONLOOKERS are starting to stare at:

Nick, hopping from crack to crack is holding a lifesize 
cardboard cutout of That Guy under his arm.
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EXT. ICE CREAM SHOP - LATER

Nick is eating an ice cream cone, That Guy is sitting next to 
him.

NICK
(taking a lick)

Which is more mischievous, 
leprechauns or lawn gnomes?

THAT GUY
It’s a common misconception that 
lawn gnomes are mischievous.  They 
prefer to spend their lives 
swimming. 

NICK
That’s cool.

THAT GUY
Yeah, I met one at Mel Gibson’s a 
few years back.  He lets them use 
his pool whenever they want.  Can I 
have some of that? 

Nick hands the cone to That Guy who takes a bite.

Onlookers watch as:

Nick rubs a dripping ice cream cone against the cardboard 
face of That Guy.  

INT. NICK’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Nick and That Guy are under a sheet playing fort.  Nick 
shines a flashlight in his face.

NICK
And that’s how the dolphins 
conquered the kingdom of Atlantis.

THAT GUY
That was pretty good, but the 
people of Atlantis need dolphins to 
get around.

NICK
Huh, I didn’t know that.
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THAT GUY
Yeah, one time I went to Atlantis 
on vacation with Denzel.

NICK
Washington?

THAT GUY
Yeah, it was a lot of fun.

From outside the sheet we can make out the shape of a 
cardboard cutout and the more compact Nick.

INT. BEDROOM - LATER

Eyes closed, Nick is laying head to head with the cardboard 
cutout.

Nick opens his eyes.

NICK
Are you still awake?

That Guy doesn’t open his eyes when he responds.

THAT GUY
Yeah.

NICK
What are you thinking about?

That Guy opens his eyes.

THAT GUY
This movie I’m working on with Zac 
Efron and Chris Kringle.

NICK
As in Santa?

THAT GUY
Yeah, Chris is his stage name.  
He’s a pretty good actor.  If Zac 
doesn’t watch out Chris might take 
the lead role.

NICK
I can’t believe you know Zac Efron.

(a few beats)
You still awake?

That Guy doesn’t open his eyes when he responds.
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THAT GUY
MmHm.

NICK
Thanks.

THAT GUY
For what?

NICK
For being my best friend.

THAT GUY
Anytime, man.  

That Guy turns onto his stomach to look at Nick.

THAT GUY (CONT'D)
Can I ask you something?

NICK
Of course.

THAT GUY
Are you happy?

Nick considers this for a few seconds.

NICK
(realizing)

You know, I think I am.

The cardboard cutout is resting facedown on Nick’s forehead.

EXT. STREET - DAY

Nick and That Guy are walking down the street.  Suddenly Nick 
stops.   That Guy stops too.

THAT GUY
What are you doing?

NICK
Nothing.

That Guy starts to lay down in the street.

THAT GUY
I could use a little help here.

(continuing to lay down)
Are you leaving me?
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NICK
I’m sorry.  

Nick turns to walk off.

THAT GUY
Don’t just leave me here.

He is lying flat on his back.

Nick is forcing himself to walk off.  Tears streaming down 
his face as he remembers the good times.

CUT TO:

NICK AND THAT GUY ARE LAUGHING AS THEY DANCE ON A STAGE 
SOMEWHERE.

CUT TO:

BOTH LAUGHING AS NICK PUSHES THAT GUY DOWN THE GROCERY STORE 
AISLE IN A SHOPPING CART.

CUT TO:

BOTH LAUGHING AS THEY SPIN AROUND IN A FLOWER PATCH.

CUT TO:

BOTH LAUGHING AS THEY SPLASH IN THE OCEAN.

CUT TO:

EXT. STREET - CONTINUOUS

Nick, wiping at his tears as he walks off, bumps into a MAN 
who nervously drops a book on the ground.

BOOK COVER: DEPRESSION FOR DUMMIES

The man awkwardly grabs at the book and hurries off.  He 
stops when he hears a voice.

THAT GUY
Hey, man.  Can you help me out?  
I’m stuck.
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THE END.
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